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Contract Law in Belgium
2022-05-20

derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of
contracts in belgium covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of contracts contractual liability
relation to the law of property good faith burden of proof defects penalty clauses arbitration clauses remedies in
case of non performance damages power of attorney and much more lawyers who handle transnational contracts
will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in terminology application and procedure from one legal
system to another as well as the international aspects of contract law throughout the book the treatment
emphasizes drafting considerations an introduction in which contracts are defined and contrasted to torts quasi
contracts and property is followed by a discussion of the concepts of consideration or cause and other underlying
principles of the formation of contract subsequent chapters cover the doctrines of relative effect termination of
contract and remedies for non performance the second part of the book recognizing the need to categorize an
agreement as a specific contract in order to determine the rules which apply to it describes the nature of agency
sale lease building contracts and other types of contract facts are presented in such a way that readers who are
unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its
succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable
time saving tool for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties with interests in belgium will
welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
contract law

I Swear I Use No Art at All
2010

this book displays and dissects the career and design motives of graphic designer joost grootens in a systematic
fashion it charts the first 100 books designed by grootens over the past ten years in the first chapter 10 years
grootens uses timelines lists and graphs to map the course of his career as a designer the people he worked with
and the places where the work took place in 100 books the designer dissects his book designs he details the grids
formats paper stocks colours and typefaces and charts the books structures and compositions 18 788 pages shows
at actual size a selection of spreads from books designed by grootens including the internationally acclaimed
atlases in the text i swear i use no art at all joost grootens gives a personal account of making books and the ideas
behind his designs

Cross-border EU Employment and its Enforcement
2022-12-08

this book provides insights into the complex labour and social security framework of eu employment and its
enforcement starting from an analysis of the various eu instruments and case law it outlines the complicated legal
framework the practical problems involved and ways to overcome them in turn the book puts the evolution of the
framework into perspective reviews the numerous modifications made over the years and describes interpretation
related difficulties since the formation of the european community 65 years ago migration and the european labour
market have evolved considerably through special patterns of temporary mobility such as postings simultaneous
work in several member states and high mobility thus leading to major questions about the applicable legal
framework the interplay between the free movement of persons and services has produced a complex system of
rules which law applies when a person crosses a border that of the host state and to what extent should this state
take into account the legal rules from the home state or that of the home state does the person crossing the border
have any choice in the matter the book subsequently analyses the penetration of eu market law into national
systems of labour and social security law the divergent solutions and views within labour and social security law are
considered and discussed from a critical point of view as the positive elements of the european story are at risk of
being overshadowed by the negative consequences of the european construction social dumping being the prime
example special attention is paid to the cooperation between inspection services and other stakeholders in order to
guarantee efficient enforcement the latter is more than just sanctioning but also includes prevention and
monitoring issues the unique strength of this book is that it brings together all legal technical aspects of cross
border employment and its enforcement in both labour law and social security law in a single volume readers will
find a wealth of detailed and specialised information helping them to understand the topic in depth accordingly the
book will be of interest to academics practitioners enforcement bodies judiciary policymakers advanced law
students and researchers seeking to understand the law in context

Local Government in Europe
2013-12-04

this work considers the role of local government in 13 eu member states austria belgium czech republic france
germany greece hungary italy netherlands poland spain sweden and the united kingdom the book aims to provide
an account of the system of local government in each of the countries studied along with a critical and contextual



approach to the level of autonomy that local government enjoys the approach is comparative based on a
questionnaire which all of the authors considered there is then a detailed conclusion to the book which offers a
detailed summary and comparative analysis of the responses in order to better consider the role of local authorities
as the fourth level of governance in the eu the book aims to offer a detailed introduction to and account of each
system of local government which may appeal to those seeking an overview of the area but also a critical and
contextual approach that will be of interest to those actively researching in the areas of local and regional
government or eu central local government relations the book contains details of reform in local government up to
november 2012 including an analysis of the impact of austerity measures on local autonomy where these have
become significant

New Developments in Civil and Commercial Mediation
2015-09-11

by means of the analysis of more than 20 national jurisdictions of different legal and geographical origin this book
provides a general understanding of the developments that civil and commercial mediation is currently undertaking
across the world the book combines 25 national reports with a general report analyzing the major trends in civil and
commercial mediation worldwide a number of the key variables that make mediation so effective are studied in
depth in the book the concept of mediation that varies from country to country its legal framework and the
branches of public and private law in which it is used the legal condition of the mediation agreement and its
relevant conditions of form and content the responsibilities of the parties in the event that they violate this
agreement and the effects of this agreement on potential recourse to the courts or to arbitration as well as with
regard to pending cases as well as the role played by the mediator his or her appointment or designation legal and
ethical responsibilities and the role of institutions in mediation as well as the mediation process its applicable rules
and principles and its costs are analyzed on comparative basis the book also pays special attention to the outcome
of mediation the enforceability of the settlement reached both in domestic and cross border mediations constitutes
a basic element for the success of the institution and is thoroughly studied this volume constitutes a unique
instrument for those interested on mediation either practitioners judges or academics

Arts, Portraits and Representation in the Reformation Era
2019-07-15

the role played by artistic literary historical and theological representations in the establishment of the european
reformation has attracted scholarly attention over the years while they were generally regarded as a significant
means of conveying the evangelical message particularly in a society with a low average literacy rate this scholarly
consensus was then seriously challenged by objecting that their meaning must have remained opaque to those who
couldn t read and interpret their sometimes multilayered imagery and their verbal and figurative messages this
volume which publishes some of the papers delivered at the fourth reformation research consortium conference
held in bologna may 15th 17th 2014 is an attempt to examine the visual intelligibility of the european reformation
by a comparative multiconfessional and multidisciplinary analysis of examples taken from both the catholic and the
protestant world in the early modern and modern era with particular reference to the figurative arts but also to
history and theology all the case studies included here examine their peculiar subjects with regard to their religious
and artistic contexts in order to understand their historical significance in a new fashion combining approaches from
political history history of arts historiography anthropology philosophy and theology thus the volume offers a very
rich outline of how visual culture and representation through arts was embodied in very different cultural portraits
and images

Ways out of the European Housing Crisis
2022-07-15

this timely book provides readers with a detailed comparative survey of tenure innovation and diversification in
europe alternative and intermediate tenures i e housing options beyond tenancy and homeownership are examined
as remedies to address the growing european housing crisis

Handbook on Legal Cultures
2023-05-30

cooperation across borders requires both knowledge of and understanding of different cultures this is especially
true when it comes to the law this handbook is the first to comprehensively present selected legal cultures based
on a very specific set of structural elements which can be found in all such cultures legal cultures are a product of
and impacted by certain fundamental and commonly shared ideas on and expectations of the law in all modern
societies these ideas are to a certain degree institutionalized or at least embedded in institutionalized practices
these practices determine the way lawyers are educated and apply the law how they engage with the ongoing
internationalization of law and what kind of values they adhere to looking at these elements separately enables the
reader to identify similarities and differences and to explain them contextually understanding these general



features of legal cultures can help avoid misunderstandings or misinterpretations of foreign law and its application
accordingly this handbook is a necessary starting point for all kinds of legal comparative studies conducted by
academics students judges and other legal practitioners

Constitutional Law in Belgium
2020-09-22

derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very useful analysis of
constitutional law in belgium provides essential information on the country s sources of constitutional law its form of
government and its administrative structure lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the
clarifications of particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment emphasizes the
specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage
by a local expert fully describes the political system the historical background the role of treaties legislation
jurisprudence and administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure of government outlines its
legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central state organs the subdivisions of the state its decentralized
authorities and concepts of citizenship special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations taxing and
spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the constitutional relationship between church and
state details are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the
practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable time saving tool for both practising and
academic jurists lawyers representing parties with interests in belgium will welcome this guide and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law

Privacy and Data Protection Issues of Biometric Applications
2013-12-05

this book discusses all critical privacy and data protection aspects of biometric systems from a legal perspective it
contains a systematic and complete analysis of the many issues raised by these systems based on examples
worldwide and provides several recommendations for a transnational regulatory framework an appropriate legal
framework is in most countries not yet in place biometric systems use facial images fingerprints iris and or voice in
an automated way to identify or to verify identity claims of persons the treatise which has an interdisciplinary
approach starts with explaining the functioning of biometric systems in general terms for non specialists it
continues with a description of the legal nature of biometric data and makes a comparison with dna and biological
material and the regulation thereof after describing the risks the work further reviews the opinions of data
protection authorities in relation to biometric systems and current and future eu law a detailed legal comparative
analysis is made of the situation in belgium france and the netherlands the author concludes with an evaluation of
the proportionality principle and the application of data protection law to biometric data processing operations
mainly in the private sector pleading for more safeguards in legislation the author makes several suggestions for a
regulatory framework aiming at reducing the risks of biometric systems they include limitations to the collection
and storage of biometric data as well as technical measures which could influence the proportionality of the
processing the text is supported by several figures and tables providing a summary of particular points of the
discussion the book also uses the 2012 biometric vocabulary adopted by iso and contains an extensive bibliography
and literature sources

New Instruments for Environmental Policy in the EU
1998-06-04

new instruments for environmental policy in the eu provides a comprehensive analysis of the debate over new
forms of environmental regulation in the european union the conclusions draw attention to critical aspects of
instrument design as well as the difficulty of accommodating national policy diversity without contravening eu and
international tr

Corporate Tax Base in the Light of the IAS/IFRS and EU Directive
2013/34: A Comparative Approach
2016-06-17

the recent relaunch of the european commission s common consolidated corporate tax base ccctb project promises
a sorely needed leap forward in the harmonization of the rules by which companies calculate their taxable profits in
particular the initiative hopes to remedy the severe barrier to cross border business caused by the the accounting
tower of babel by which companies tax bases are determined under national law this thorough analysis and
commentary covers the influence of accounting rules on tax considering both generally accepted standards
international accounting standards ias and international financial reporting standards ifrs and eu directive 2013 34
three introductory chapters usher in detailed comparative overviews of the effect of these rules on taxation in nine
eu member states as well as in two other major eu trading partners the united states and brazil fully explaining the



remarkable recent improvement in the comparability of accounts that represent favourable preconditions for
creating a single market for financial services within the eu this book covers every relevant detail including the
following and much more criterion of evaluation of alternative fixed assets based on revaluated amounts criterion
based on fair value provisions applicable to income statements notes reports and financial statements rules
applicable to the publication of documents transparency in payments to governments dispositions on exemptions
hierarchy of general provisions and principles balance sheet and profit and loss account simplifications for small
and medium sized enterprises smes system of creditors protection and protection of investors interests this book is
a peerless explication of the taxation choices granted to member states under ias ifrs and eu directive 2013 34 and
how they will be affected by ongoing commission initiatives because relevant timely reliable and comparable
information assumes a leading role in protecting the interests of investors creditors and other stakeholders as well
as in ensuring that all operators act on a level playing field under equal conditions the analysis presented here is of
immeasurable value to lawyers business persons and officials concerned with taxation not only in europe but
anywhere within the reach of international trade

Solidarity Across Generations
2020-09-20

this book addresses the universal and topical question of solidarity across generations from a comparative
perspective with a particular focus on the legal issues concerning retirement pensions the poverty in the elderly
long term care as well as state interventions and family support for those at risk drawing on insights from the
interface between family law administrative law and social law it examines 13 countries on different continents and
also briefly covers a number of additional countries in the introduction this book is a based on the discussions and
exchanges at the 20th general congress of the international academy of comparative law in fukuoka japan

Policy Issues in Insurance Insurance and Expanding Systemic Risks
2003-07-28

this volume contains an in depth analysis of the assessment management and compensation of the so called
expanding systemic risks to which market players and insurers are exposed

Environmental Mediation
2017-12-14

environmental mediation continues to develop and evolve in different jurisdictions across the world in order to
prevent potential environmental conflicts or to resolve the conflicts while avoiding the inherent drawbacks of an
adjudicated solution this book takes a comparative approach to explore the legal framework of environmental
mediation with a focus on the judicial administrative and private procedures and the criteria for accrediting
mediators in a range of jurisdictions across the world it also examines practical considerations for environmental
mediators while analysing the effectiveness of different mediation processes

The Right to housing in law and society
2018-05-16

from the very first negotiations of the international covenant on economic social and cultural rights half a century
ago to the present day socio economic rights have often been regarded as less enforceable than civil and political
rights the right to adequate housing even though protecting one of the most basic needs of human beings has not
escaped this classification despite its strong foundations in international regional and domestic legislation many
people are still deprived of one or more of the different key elements that comprise adequate housing how then can
international human rights theory and case law be developed into effective vehicles at the domestic level rather
than focusing merely on possibilities for individualized relief through the court system the right to housing in law
and society looks into more effective socio economic rights realization by addressing both conceptual and practical
stumbling blocks that hinder a more structural progress at the national level the flemish and belgian housing
legislation and policy are used to highlight the problems and illustrate the pathways here presented while first and
foremost legal in its approach the book also offers a more sociological perspective on the functioning of the right to
housing in practice it shows the latest state of knowledge on the topic and will be of interest to researchers
academics policymakers and students in the fields of international socio economic rights law and human rights law
more generally

The Unauthorised Agent
2009-02-19

the focus of this book the legal situation created when an agent acts without authority is one of the most important
issues in agency law the analysis is divided into three sections apparent authority ratification and the liability of the



falsus procurator adopting a unique comparative perspective the contributions are drawn from many different legal
systems providing the opportunity for analysis of the european common law civil law divide the analysis extends
beyond europe however taking into account the mixed legal system of south africa as well as the united states
finally there is a useful consideration of the principles of european contract law and the unidroit principles of
international commercial contracts 2004 this study will be an invaluable guide for those interested in the study of
comparative law international practitioners and those interested in the harmonisation of european private law

Third-Party Certifiers
2019-07-12

third party certifiers jan de bruyne third party certifiers are organisations that are independent a requesting entity
they attest that a product service information or person possesses certain qualifications or meets safety quality or
technical standards this important book presents an in depth analysis of the liability and obligations of certifiers
evaluates existing certification processes in selected fields and proposes new mechanisms which could increase the
accuracy and reliability of certifiers ratings marks or reports highlighting the risks of errors in this activity
inaccurate certification was a major factor in the global financial crisis of 2008 the author takes a comparative
approach looking at the certification process in several european countries australia and the united states such
aspects of the process as the following are thoroughly described obligations and liability of certifiers during the
certification process risk of information asymmetry between the requesting entity and the end user and relationship
between the civil liability of certifiers and public law aspects the analysis includes detailed research on key
industries and jurisdictions and a specific proposed framework for more accurate and reliable certification because
the efficient and effective functioning of third party certifiers is extremely important in today s world especially in
such areas as health the environment safety or economic values this deeply researched contribution to an
important area of commercial law combining analysis of current issues with proposed reforms will be welcomed by
practitioners when confronted with legal issues with regard to the certification process the book s conceptual
framework will also prove highly useful for policymakers charged with developing reliable certification mechanisms

Quality Handling and Evaluation
2007-05-08

food quality is becoming an ever increasing important feature for consumers and it is well known that some food
crops are perishable and have a very short shelf and storage life an effective quality assurance system throughout
the handling steps between harvest and retail display is essential to provide a consistently good quality supply of
fresh food crops to the consumers and to protect the reputation of a given marketing label food manufacturing
companies all over the world are incre ingly focussing on quality aspect of food including minimally processed food
to meet consumer demands for fresh like and healthy food products to investigate and control quality one must be
able to measure quality related attributes quality of produce encompasses sensory attributes nutritive values
chemical constituents mechanical properties functional properties and defects successful postharvest handling of
crops requires careful coordination and integration of the various steps from harvest operations to consumer level
in order to maintain the initial product quality maturity at harvest is one feature of quality of perishable products it
has great influence on their postharvest behavior during marketing safety assurance can be part of quality
assurance and its focus on minimizing chemical and microbial contamination during production harvesting and
postharvest handling of intact and fresh cut of commodities essentially electromagnetic often optical prop ties
relate to appearance mechanical properties to texture and chemical properties to flavor taste and aroma

The Constitution of Belgium
2015-10-22

the belgian constitution once described as a model of consensus democracy has now become an enigma in
comparative federalism on the one hand it demonstrates features which suggest institutional instability as well as
elements that enhance the probability of secession on the other hand belgium continues to exist as a federal
system based upon linguistic bipolarity this linguistic bipolarity dominates belgian politics and has shaped the
design of belgium s institutions as well as the constitution s fundamental organising principles concepts of
federalism democracy separation of powers constitutionalism and the rule of law in this book the institutional
structure and the principles governing the belgian constitutional system are explained in the light of its historical
demographic and political context linguistic bipolarity and its historical evolution explain the establishment of the
belgian state structure as a dual federalism with exclusive powers instruments for consensus making and
obstruction and elements of confederal decision making it also explains the evolution in the concept of principles of
democracy and the rule of law besides describing the devolutionary process the book also incorporates two other
elements that have shaped the belgian constitutional landscape fundamental rights and europeanisation

Outsourcing Rulemaking Powers
2022-01-20



within democratic states parliaments have always been regarded as playing a pivotal role in the creation of rules
through its composition parliament represents the opinions and interests of society which it serves through the
legislative process but in an increasingly globalized world nation states are confronted with issues that require
international cooperation expert knowledge and flexibility to resolve rather than taking the lead parliaments are
increasingly settling for a managerial position and have begun to outsource their rulemaking powers and other
constitutional responsibilities rather than exercising them themselves outsourcing rulemaking powers identifies the
shared constitutional principles that determine the limits to the outsourcing of rulemaking powers it asks
fundamental questions of its readers such as which powers should be outsourced and to whom what mechanisms
are in place to guarantee the quality of the rules they make through the examination of multiple countries this book
argues that there should be minimal legal safeguards to which all rules must heed in particular those made by
autonomous public or private actors offering a bridge between traditional constitutional law and transnational
private law this book will be of interest to both practitioners and scholars within the global communities of
comparative constitutionalism global administrative law and transnational private law

De Keure van Hazebroek van 1336
1897

this work deals with the temporal effect of judicial decisions and more specifically with the hardship caused by the
retroactive operation of overruling decisions by means of a jurisprudential and comparative analysis the book
explores several issues created by the overruling of earlier decisions overruling of earlier decisions when it occurs
operates retrospectively with the effect that it infringes the principle of legal certainty through upsetting any
previous arrangements made by a party to a case under long standing precedents established previously by the
courts on this account in the recent past a number of jurisdictions have had to deal with the prospect of introducing
in their own systems the well established us practice of prospective overruling whereby the court may announce in
advance that it will change the relevant rule or interpretation of the rule but only for future cases however adopting
prospective overruling raises a series of issues mainly related to the constitutional limits of the judicial function
coupled by the practical difficulties attendant upon such a practice this book answers a number of the questions
raised by this practice it makes use of the great reservoir of foreign legal experience that furnishes theoretical and
practical ideas from which national judges may draw their knowledge and inspiration in order to be able to advise a
rational method of dealing with time when they give their decisions

Comparing the Prospective Effect of Judicial Rulings Across
Jurisdictions
2015-05-05

this two volume book published open access brings together leading scholars of constitutional law from twenty nine
european countries to revisit the role of national constitutions at a time when decision making has increasingly
shifted to the european and transnational level it offers important insights into three areas first it explores how
constitutions reflect the transfer of powers from domestic to european and global institutions secondly it revisits
substantive constitutional values such as the protection of constitutional rights the rule of law democratic
participation and constitutional review along with constitutional court judgments that tackle the protection of these
rights and values in the transnational context e g with regard to the data retention directive the european arrest
warrant the esm treaty and eu and imf austerity measures the responsiveness of the ecj regarding the above rights
and values along with the standard of protection is also assessed thirdly challenges in the context of global
governance in relation to judicial review democratic control and accountability are examined on a broader level the
contributors were also invited to reflect on what has increasingly been described as the erosion or twilight of
constitutionalism or a shift to a thin version of the rule of law democracy and judicial review in the context of
europeanisation and globalisation processes the national reports are complemented by a separately published
comparative study which identifies a number of broader trends and challenges that are shared across several
member states and warrant wider discussion the research for this publication and the comparative study were
carried out within the framework of the erc funded project the role and future of national constitutions in european
and global governance the book is aimed at scholars researchers judges and legal advisors working on the interface
between national constitutional law and eu and transnational law the extradition cases are also of interest to
scholars and practitioners in the field of criminal law anneli albi is professor of european law at the university of
kent united kingdom samo bardutzky is assistant professor of constitutional law at the university of ljubljana
slovenia

De keure van Hazebroek van 1336 met aanteekeningen en
glossarium
1897

do individual constitutions and the legal cultures underlying them pose an obstacle to future eu integration this
ambitious collection brings together reports from all the european member states systematically setting out their
individual constitutional guarantees in doing so it tracks possible roadblocks to the future evolution of european
integration written by recognised authorities in each member state it offers an authoritative and rigorous overview



of the european union s constitutional landscape its single structure approach allows for comparison while
maintaining consistency it will become the standard reference work for academics students and practitioners in the
field of european union law and integration

National Constitutions in European and Global Governance:
Democracy, Rights, the Rule of Law
2019-05-29

in een wereld die constant verandert en versnelt kunnen ondernemingen en organisaties niet achterblijven dat is
ook zo voor het notariaat de notaris moet de relatie met zijn cliënten maar ook met zijn medewerkers herbekijken
zodat een notariële loopbaan aantrekkelijk blijft dit werk bevat de bijdragen aan het notarieel congres 2019 met
focus op hr en algemeen menselijke aspecten sopft skills en de implementatie van nieuwe technologieën
blockchain smart contracts ai in het notariaat

National Constitutions and EU Integration
2022-08-25

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication devoted to the study of constitutional law
it aims to provide a forum for in depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and
beyond this second volume examines the constitutional positioning of cities across space and time unrelenting
urbanisation means that most people are or soon will be living in cities and that city administrations become in
many respects their quintessential governing units cities are places where state power is operationalised and
concretised where laws and government policies transform from parchment objectives to practical realities in a
similar vein cities are also places for the realisation of the constitutional rights and liberties enjoyed by individuals
the book is organised around three sets of relations that await further unpacking in theory as well as practice that
between cities and other institutions in the national constitutional architecture that between cities and their
inhabitants and that between cities and international organisations the contributions to this book show the marked
diversity in the role and powers available to cities in europe and beyond and identify principles and approaches to
help stipulate new ways of thinking about the legal role and relevance of cities going forward ernst hirsch ballin is
distinguished university professor at tilburg university and vice dean for research of tilburg law school gerhard van
der schyff is associate professor at tilburg law school department of public law and governance maarten stremler is
lecturer at maastricht university faculty of law department of public law maartje de visser is associate professor at
smu school of law singapore

Tradition in motion
2019-09-12

this book addresses practical issues in connoisseurship and authentication as well as the legal implications that
arise when an artwork s authenticity is challenged in addition the standards and processes of authentication are
critically examined and the legal complications which can inhibit the expression of expert opinions are discussed
the notion of authenticity has always commanded the attention of art market participants and the general art
minded public alike coinciding with this forgery is often considered to be the world s most glamorous crime packed
with detective stories that are usually astonishing and often bizarre the research includes findings by economists
sociologists art historians lawyers academics and practitioners all of which yield insights into the mechanics and
peculiarities of the art business and explain why it works so differently from other markets however this book will be
of interest not only to academics but to everyone interested in questions of authenticity forgery and
connoisseurship at the same time one of its main aims is to advocate best practices in the art market and to stress
the importance of cooperation among all disciplines with a stake in it the results are intended to offer guidance to
art market stakeholders legal practitioners and art historians alike while also promoting mutual understanding and
cooperation

European Yearbook of Constitutional Law 2020
2021-03-27

cet ouvrage vise à redéfinir une branche de l analyse juridique d une actualité brûlante par les mouvements longs
de son histoire souvent défini comme résultant de l interventionnisme économique public le droit public
économique gagnerait à être appréhendé comme le droit issu de la politique économique et qui encadre celle ci l
analyse de longue durée permet de montrer plus précisément qu il repose en réalité sur cinq grands types de
rapports qu entretiennent les institutions de l État et de la propriété discipline éminemment contingente le droit
public économique a depuis la création de l État belge jusqu aux sixièmes réformes institutionnelles en cours connu
trois grands âges dont la description du cheminement structure le livre de 1830 à 1919 celui l interventionnisme
libéral aux temps du suffrage restreint de 1919 à 1980 celui de l expansion continue qui va de l avènement du
suffrage universel à la crise de la fin des trente glorieuses de 1980 à nos jours celui du droit public économique
contemporain qui depuis l installation concomitante du fédéralisme et de l intégration européenne par le primat de



la concurrence vit aussi sa dépolitisation à l heure d une nouvelle crise des finances publiques cette méthode d
analyse repose sur une description minutieuse de moments juridiques aussi bien connus que délaissés sont abordés
les anciens régimes juridiques autrichien liégeois français et hollandais comme l œuvre résolue du gouvernement
provisoire ou le statut juridique de l économie si différent qui eut cours dans la colonie du congo belge les
sauvetages récurrents des banques systémiques comme ceux de l industrie lourde le droit économique de guerre
comme la constitution ou la privatisation de grands organismes d intérêt public la régulation ou la soi disant
subsidiarité fonctionnelle de l État l histoire intellectuelle de la doctrine juridique est parallèlement passée en revue
l ouvrage offre à la fois une histoire inédite de la production normative publique dans le champ économique et un
examen détaillé des tensions qui agitent un droit public économique tiraillé entre satisfaction de droits
économiques et sociaux et discipline budgétaire

A Regulatory Framework for the Art Market?
2022-11-24

this book focuses on the history of the provision of legal aid and legal assistance to the poor in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries in eight different countries it is the first such book to bring together historical work on legal aid
in a comparative perspective and allows readers to analogise and contrast historical narratives about free legal aid
across countries legal aid developed as a result of industrialisation urbanization immigration the rise of philanthropy
and what were viewed as new legal problems closely related was the growing professionalisation of lawyers and the
question of what duties lawyers owed society to perform free work yet legal aid providers in many countries
included lay women and men leading at times to tensions with the bar furthermore legal aid often became deeply
politicized creating dramatic conflicts concerning the rights of the poor to have equal access to justice

L'État et la propriété
2013-08-07

belgium criminal laws regulations and procedures handbook strategic information regulations procedures

Histories of Legal Aid
2022-01-12

this book explores the extent to which european community law confers upon individuals the right to gain access to
public services in other member states are european citizens and third country nationals who have moved to other
member states entitled to claim minimum subsistence benefits to receive medical care or to be admitted to
education does community law provide for a freedom of movement for patients students and persons in need of
social welfare benefits if so to what extent does community law have regard for the member states fears for and
concerns about welfare tourism besides addressing numerous detailed questions on the precise degree to which
community law allows for cross border access to public services the author analyses how community law and the
court of justice in particular have sought to reconcile the community s objectives of realising freedom of movement
and ensuring equality of treatment with the need to develop and maintain adequate social services within the
community in addition the book contains a detailed analysis of united states constitutional law on cross border
access to public services exploring the question whether the european community can possibly learn from the
american experience

Belgium Criminal Laws, Regulations and Procedures Handbook:
Strategic Information, Regulations, Procedures
2017-08-29

this introduction now in its second completely revised and upgraded edition is the ideal overview of belgian law for
foreign lawyers it identifies the basic legal sources institutions and concepts of belgian law it offers an up to date
state of the art systematic and critical rendition of the principal branches of the law as practised and it provides the
necessary historical background and theoretical framing the book consists of sixteen chapters covering all major
fields of belgian law including constitutional and administrative law procedural law criminal law family law and
trusts and estates property contracts and torts commercial transactions and company law labour and social security
law tax law and conflicts of laws and offering in depth studies of the general features of the belgian legal system
and legal culture every contribution is written by a generally recognized expert in this particular field of law the
authors cover the legislation at the different levels guiding the reader through the multi layered governance in the
complicated federal structure of belgium within the european union and pay ample attention to the reality of legal
practice in court cases each chapter concludes with a very useful bibliography of works in both official languages
french and dutch where available basic works in english are listed the book is written for a diversified primarily non
belgian readership including practising lawyers business people government officials academic researchers and
students interested in a reliable overview of belgian law and institutions as a starting point for their research or
inquiries marc kruithof is a law professor at ghent university he holds a phd in law as well as licentiates in law and
in economics from ghent university and a master of laws from yale law school walter de bondt is an emeritus



professor at ghent university and at the vrije universiteit brussel vub he holds a phd in law as well as a licentiate in
law from ghent university and a master of laws from uc berkeley

Free Movement of Persons within the European Community
2003-02-24

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication devoted to the study of constitutional law
it aims to provide a forum for in depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and
beyond this third volume of the eycl focuses on constitutional advice an underexplored topic of legal scholarship
today and addresses this situation by looking beyond constitutional law s familiar focus on the classic separation of
powers and the main legislative executive and judicial bodies implied by this construct the attention is shifted to
mapping and analysing the advisory bodies and functions grouped around and in support of the legislators
administrators and judges at the frontline of the constitutional edifice which is accomplished through national
comparative and transnational perspectives on constitutional advice from europe and beyond addressing the topic
of constitutional advice is necessary to broaden and deepen not only our understanding of advice as a field in its
own right but also as a way of rendering a fuller account of contemporary constitutionalism also the increasing
political polarisation across many societies today underscores the need to study constitutional advice on topics of
significance in an attempt to bridge divides and end gridlock this book will be of special interest to constitutional
scholars and legal scholars more generally as well as to political scientists in addition government officials judges
and policy makers wishing to better understand the legal mechanisms and avenues when it comes to rendering or
receiving advice in the contemporary constitutional context will find much of relevance jurgen de poorter is
professor at tilburg law school department of public law and governance gerhard van der schyff is associate
professor at tilburg law school department of public law and governance maarten stremler is assistant professor at
maastricht university faculty of law department of public law maartje de visser is associate professor at yong pung
how school of law singapore management university singapore

Introduction to Belgian Law
2017-01-15

the harmonization of company law has always been on the agenda of the european union besidesthe protection of
third parties affected by business transactions the founders had two other objectives first promoting freedom of
establishment and second preventing the abuse of such freedom the european commission issued its company law
action plan in 2003 in this volume researchers of the jan ronse institute for company law of the katholieke
universiteit leuven present five chapters on the main priorities of the action plan capital and creditor protection
corporate governance one share one vote financial reporting and corporate mobility the book also includes
responses and ensuing discussions by reputed european company law experts

European Yearbook of Constitutional Law 2021
2022-06-06

this book is open access under a cc by 4 0 license this book examines the concept of care and care practices in
healthcare from the interdisciplinary perspectives of continental philosophy care ethics the social sciences and
anthropology areas addressed include dementia care midwifery diabetes care psychiatry and reproductive medicine
special attention is paid to ambivalences and tensions within both the concept of care and care practices
contributions in the first section of the book explore phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches to care and
reveal historical precursors to care ethics empirical case studies and reflections on care in institutionalised and
standardised settings form the second section of the book the concluding chapter jointly written by many of the
contributors points at recurring challenges of understanding and practicing care that open up the field for further
research and discussion this collection will be of great value to scholars and practitioners of medicine ethics
philosophy social science and history

The European Company Law Action Plan Revisited
2010

this insightful book discusses the impact of eu law on the creation and empowerment of autonomous public bodies
apbs at member state level and analyzes recent attempts of european states to rationalize delegation to apbs it
examines the tensions between these trends under what conditions can apbs be considered legitimate forms of
government in the light of modern conceptions of constitutionalism the rule of law and democracy values that are
deeply rooted in european constitutions and to what extent do eu obligations on the independence of national
regulators data protection authorities and the like conflict with those conceptions

Care in Healthcare
2017-10-24



this handbook provides a toolbox of definitions and typologies to develop a theory of multilevel constitutionalism
and subnational constitutions the volume examines systems with subnational entities that have full subnational
constituent autonomy and systems where subnational constituent powers while claimed by subnational
governments are incomplete or non existent understanding why complete subnational constituent power exists or is
denied sheds significant light on the status and functioning of subnational constitutions the book deals with
questions of how constitutions at multiple levels of a political system can co exist and interact the term multilevel
constitutionalism recognized as explaining how a supranational european constitution can exist alongside those of
the member states is now used to capture dynamics between constitutions at the national subnational and where
applicable supranational levels broad in scope the book encompasses many different types of multi tiered systems
world wide to map the possible meanings uses and challenges of subnational or state constitutions in a variety of
political and societal contexts the book develops the building blocks of an explanatory theory of subnational
constitutionalism and as such will be an essential reference for all those interested in comparative constitutional
law federalism and governance

Autonomous Public Bodies and the Law
2017-05-26

in proposing an alternative model for the complex ec regulations for coordination relating to social security this
study concentrates on the sectors of health and employment

Routledge Handbook of Subnational Constitutions and
Constitutionalism
2021-09-21

Towards a Rationalisation of the EC Co-Ordination Regulations
Concerning Social Security?
2008-01-31
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